
Sandy (barmaid) Vanilla route.
day 1

At home- choose any options .

At the tavern- choose any option-
If you said "Can you keep me company?" - choose blue or don't use sphere at all.

If you choose to use blue:
"Continue please"  to watch scene, if Footjob is not your kink, choose "I'm not interesting in 
this part of your body" to watch a Blowjob  scene.

When you return home choose any.

If you choose any option instead of using blue, you will still have your chance with Sandy. 
Just continue with the story, but only blue option contains H scenes that I mentioned 
before.

day 2
At home.
Your answer to Mother's question is very important, it will open some routes and close 
others.
Mention sandy.

If you used blue:
At the tavern when Sandy asks you "if you used magic on her" tell her the truth.
To find the "Dragon claw" for Sandy you need to click on a secret area that is shown in a 

screenshot down below >
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Choose to give it to Sandy.
After that, you will start your romance with Sandy. 
If you choose to give guard his food, you will be able to open threesome option with Sandy 
and Corporal later on. If you choose to give guard some drink, you will get extra 10 gold 
coins.  Watch scene.
You can have a threesome with Sandy and Corporal at your last day in Orsel if you gave 
guard his food. Simply suggest a threesome when you visit Sandy. You can't make Sandy 
come with you, but she will visit you soon enough. 
This is the end of this route for now.

Sandy(barmaid) Mind control and Mind break route.

day 1
At home- choose any options .

At the tavern- choose any option- "Can you keep me company?" - choose red.
Watch H scene- choose where to cum.
Your choice of cumming inside will have consequences(impregnation) later in the game. 

When you return home choose any.
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day 2
At home.
Your answer to Mother's question is very important, it will open some routes and close 
others.
"Mention sandy" if you want to continue your dominating relationship and keep mind 
breaking her or choose "not yet" or "I don't want to stick with only one woman" to move to 
another characters.

If you continue with Sandy you will have another scene with her in the tavern(anal) if you 
keep the door open, she will become more slutty later on and will be okay with the idea of 
being watched by other people. if you choose to close the door Sandy will be less slutty and 
will keep your relationship more personal.

After that, you will continue mind breaking Sandy . Just choose anything from this point.

Miriam(mother) Vanilla route.

day 1
Choose anything at day 1. 
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day 2
At home.
Your answer to Mother's question is very important, it will open some routes and close 
others.
Mention her.

  At the market- firstly choose to buy jewls. After you will find out about smuggling products, 
you will have a big discount to buy wine for her.
Spent some time with her and watch her scene.
After that, you will start your romance with Mother. 
    At capital's market you can get contraception drug. You will have an option to cum inside 
her if you have it.   At aunt's house choose to sleep with mother and choose to agree for a 
blowjob(if you want it). Watch scene.  
    If you rejected Beatrice or aunt Katrin, then you will continue mother's "solo" route.
You can choose to go to the brothel for the scene with a prostitute(if you have enough 
money) or go to the bathhouse to peek on aunt and mother while they are taking a bath. If 
you choose the latest one- you can use red or blue on her. 
   Red will make her more open to the threesome relationship with you, her and aunt(you 
need to also choose "Tell her that you know what happened and you want aunt to join" 
After she will come out of the bathhouse). 
If you use blue- they  will forgive each other and their relationship will become better. 
If you don't use orb on them or don't visit the bathhouse, then their relationship will stay 
the same.
When she will visit you at night, you can have a scene with her by choosing "come closer". 
  This choice may have a consequences after (servants will become suspicious).  
If you had sex with aunt Katrin both in her house and at the bathhouse- Miriam will know 

about that.
  The only way out of this situation (if you want a three way relationship) is to use blue on 
mother, after you find her crying at the market. Otherwise- just reject aunt's offer and you 
will return to mother's solo root (but with a slightly different consequences).  
   At night, choose to investigate bushes and find Calanon's book. At the morning, choose to 
black mail him with the book or find compromise.  It will improve your relationship with him 
and he will offer you his advice when needed.  
   With Leanor, choose to upgrade barracks if you have enough money. If you don't- you can 
do it later in the story. This is one of the most important choices in the game.  You can 
choose what dress Miriam will wear from now on. It will be black by default(if you choose to 
visit brothel).
Choose to speak with Lirna merchant in private and agree to give him 50 soldiers for the 
expedition.
After dance, you return to your room and can repeat scene with her on top or new anal  

scene.  

This is the end of this route for now.
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Miriam(mother) Mind control and Mind break route.
day 1
Choose anything at day 1. 

day 2
At home.
Your answer to Mother's question is very important, it will open some routes and close 
others.
Mention her.

  At the market choose to use red. Watch scene. Choose "I still love you" to make things a 
little bit more vanilla or " You will be the first mistress of my harem " if you want to further 
mind break her and make her your sex slave.
  
  At capital's market you can get contraception drug. You will have an option to cum inside 
her if you have it.   At aunt's house choose to sleep with mother and choose  anal (if you 
want it). Watch scene.
In the morning- Go to the bathhouse(if you want) and watch her playing with the aunt. 
Next, choose whatever suits you more. She will be more open in sleeping with other 
women, but it is for you to choose if you want to watch\ participate. 
Choose to summon her to your room and have some fun. You can impregnate her if you 
want to.

This is the end of this route for now.

Ghorza (Corporal)Vanila route.
day 1
Choose anything at day 1. 

day 2
At home.
Your answer to Mother's question is very important, it will open some routes and close 
others.
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Say "Not yet" or "I don't want to stick with only one woman".
At the tavern "bet 10 gold on the woman" to get some profit.
Spend some time talking with Corporal.
At the market choose to help Corporal.
At the evening  choose to bet your money to buy the slave. After that choose "That's right 
you are free".
Choose anything after that until Corporal visits you at your home. Accept her offer and go 
with her to the tavern - choose anything. 
At the lake choose to "Make a move" to start a romantic relationship with the Corporal.   
Choose "no one need to lead" for more or less equal sex scene or choose to "submit" for 
the Femdom sex scene(not available yet).
You need to make her a new General to continue her friendship or romance route.
  Choose to sleep with her at aunt's house and agree to have sex to see doggy style H scene.
If you cheat on her with aunt- she will know and break up with you no matter what. So keep 
that in mind. 
After supper, visit her at the office and choose to kiss her. This will open a voiced scene 

with her.
This is the end of this route for now.

Ghorza (Corporal) Mind control and Mind break route.
day 1
Choose anything at day 1. 

day 2
At home.
Your answer to Mother's question is very important, it will open some routes and close 
others.
Say "Not yet" or "I don't want to stick with only one woman".
At the tavern "bet 10 gold on the woman" to get some profit.
Spend some time talking with Corporal.
At the market choose to help Corporal.
At the evening  choose to bet your money to buy the slave. After that choose "She is mine 
now".
Choose to go fishing . In the dark alley choose to use red and give it more energy.
Watch H scene. This is the end of this route for now.
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Dabna(Dwarf slave) Mind control and Mind break route.
day 1
Choose anything at day 1. 

day 2
At home.
Your answer to Mother's question is very important, it will open some routes and close 
others.
Say "Not yet" or "I don't want to stick with only one woman".
At the tavern "bet 10 gold on the woman" to get some profit.
Spend some time talking with Corporal.
At the market choose to help Corporal.
At the evening  choose to bet your money to buy the slave. After that choose "She is mine 
now".
Choose any option after that.
Note: This is the end of this route for now.
Dabna (Dwarf slave) slave route.
day 1
Choose anything at day 1. 

day 2
At home.
Your answer to Mother's question is very important, it will open some routes and close 
others.
Say "Not yet" or "I don't want to stick with only one woman".
At the tavern "bet 10 gold on the woman" to get some profit.
Spend some time talking with Corporal.
At the market choose to help Corporal.
At the evening  choose to bet your money to buy the slave. After that choose "She is mine 
now".
Choose any option after that.
If you choose to stay home you can use red sphere and have a threesome.
Note: This is the end of this route for now.

Dabna(Dwarf slave)Vanila route.
day 1
Choose anything at day 1. 

day 2
At home.
Your answer to Mother's question is very important, it will open some routes and close 
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others.
Say "Not yet" or "I don't want to stick with only one woman".
At the tavern "bet 10 gold on the woman" to get some profit.
Spend some time talking with Corporal.
At the market choose to help Corporal.
At the evening  choose to bet your money to buy the slave. After that choose "That's right 
you are free".
Choose -"she stays with me" When Corporal visits you at your home - Decline her offer.
Note: This is the end of this route for now.

Xerana (Drow mage) Vanila route.

You will meet her if you failed in other routes. For example -lied to Sandy about not 
using magic on her  OR if you refused to help Corporal to save slave OR decided to 
sell Dragon claw to the merchant.
When you meet Herbalist girl choose to sell  Dragon claw to her if you have it. In 
other paths you will proceed automatically. 
After that choose to "stay quiet" or "yell" and then  "stay quiet". 
Watch H scene.
Continue on the story. At aunt house decide to sleep in one room with Xerana(to watch H 
scene).
Agree to her help and Watch H scene(footjob). Next day, choose to go to the bathhouse to 
have a peeping option. Then, choose to save her from the execution and visit her at night.
  You can ask her some questions and know her age for example (88).  Ask about her 
population  and propose to be her mating partner. Watch impregnation scene. 
Note: This is the end of this route for now.

Xerana (Drow mage) Mind control and Mind break route.

  You will meet her if you failed in other routes. For example -lied to Sandy about not 
using magic on her  OR if you refused to help Corporal to save slave OR decided to 
sell Dragon claw to the merchant.
When you meet Herbalist girl choose to sell to Dragon claw to her if you have it. In 
other paths you will proceed automatically. 
After that choose to "stay quiet" or "yell" and then  "stay quiet". 
Watch H scene.
Continue on the story. At aunt house decide to sleep in one room with Xerana(to watch H 
scene).
Agree to her help and Watch H scene(footjob). Then, choose to save her from the execution 
and visit her at night.
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You can ask her some questions and know her age for example (88).  Ask about her 
population  and propose to be her mating partner. Watch impregnation scene.
Note: This is the end of this route for now.

Lady Death Mind control and Mind break route.
day 1
At home- choose any options .

At the tavern- choose any option and then say "Thank you" to the barmaid or "Can you keep 
me company?" and then choose to tell her your fake name.
When outside of the tavern choose anything. In a conversation with death ask her about 
"physical interaction" then choose "yes, show me" Watch scene- click on her face, just like it 
shown on a picture. 
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Choose to return to the world of the living.
Day 2
Tell mother about Lady Death.
When you met with Lady Death again- Decline her offer to have sex(it is too dangerous to 
do that in a middle of a market).
Watch scene.
Convince her to stay. DON'T USE SPHERE ON HER! It won't end well...you will have your 
chance to that later in the story.
If you choose to tell Jeremy that he will get lucky- you will get less money than if you tell 
him that something bad. Return home. Choose to sleep with her at aunt's house and use 
red. She is now Mind Broken and you have a powerful goddess completely at your control. 
Enjoy blowjob scene at this house and doggy style scene at the castle.
Note: This is the end of this route for now.

Lady Death Vanilla route.
day 1
At home- choose any options .

At the tavern- choose any option and then say "Thank you" to the barmaid or "Can you keep 
me company?" and then choose to tell her your fake name.
When outside of the tavern choose anything. In a conversation with death ask her about 
"physical interaction" then choose "yes, show me" Watch scene- click on her face, just like it 
shown on a picture. 
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Choose to return to the world of the living.

Day 2
Tell mother about Lady Death.
When you met with Lady Death again- Decline her offer to have sex(it is too dangerous to 
do that in a middle of a market).
Watch scene.
Convince her to stay. DON'T USE SPHERE ON HER! It won't end well...you will have your 
chance to that later in the story.
If you choose to tell Jeremy that he will get lucky- you will get less money than if you tell 
him that something bad. Return home. Choose to sleep with her at aunt's house to watch 
her scene.
Choose to visit her at the market to get some coins. At your room agree to sex, otherwise 
she will break up with you. Watch the scene and ask her some questions.
Note: This is the end of this route for now.
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Lady Death Vanilla ending # 1.
day 1
At home- choose any options .

At the tavern- choose any option and then say "Thank you" to the barmaid or "Can you keep 
me company?" and then choose to tell her your fake name.
When outside of the tavern choose anything. In a conversation with death ask her about 
"physical interaction" then choose "yes, show me" Watch scene- click on her face, just like it 
shown on a picture. 
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Choose to stay with her and watch her epilogue. 

Beatrice vanilla route.

Everyone have a chance with her. Your choices before her visit does not affect it.
At aunt house choose to sleep with her. Choose to walk outside with her. When she 
confesses her feeling  tell that you feel the same. If you want any kind of harem with her 
and other character tell  her about your other partner and ask if she is fine with that.
Next choices will shape your relationship with her. Three way relationship with Beatrice and 
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mother is possible if you have previously romanced mother and have mentioned your 
relationship with her to Beatrice. Simply choose to suggest that to mother when she comes 
to your chambers and that's about it.  You can visit her before evening and have a little chat. 
Sex scene will happen at night when she gives you her virginity. It is impossible to miss if you 
are on her route.
This is the end of her route for now.

Beatrice Mind Break route.

Everyone have a chance with her. Your choices before her visit does not affect it.
At aunt house choose to sleep with her. Choose to walk outside with her. Choose to use red 
on her and watch scene.  
Next, visit Bathhouse at the day and watch BJ scene. 
This is the end of her route for now.

Aunt Katrin vanilla route

Aunt is available for all routes. It doesn't matter what path led you to her.

At her house decide to share the room with her. When she comes to you, tell her - "yes, you 
are right.".
Watch and listen to H scene.
Next day- go to the bath house and agree to have sex with her.  If you want to cum inside 
her- you will need to buy silphium or just save it from the night before.
Mother and Ghorza will know if you had sex with her, so keep that in mind. Ghorza will 
break up with you no matter what, but Mother can agree to share you (for more- look at 
her route section).

This is the end of her route for now.

Aunt Katrin Mind Break route.

Aunt is available for all routes. It doesn't matter what path led you to her.

At her house decide to share the room with her. When she comes to you, tell her - "yes, you 
are right.".
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Watch and listen to H scene.
Next day- go to the bath house to meet aunt Katrin and use red on her. 
Watch and listen to H scene(BJ).
This is the end of her route for now.

#
Money "cheat"
At the second day at the capital click on the house at the top right to get 1337 gold coins.
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Water Naiad route.

Click on the secret area at night to find this char
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You can use red on her and open MB blowjob scene, but this choice  will close this character 
forever. 
You have to "leave" to have a chance with her later.
This is the end of her route for now.

Jenny (Female version of Jeremy)
Choose to use red on Sandy and cum inside her at the first day. You will , meet her again at 
the castle event and choose to lock Jeremy at the dungeon. You will be able to turn him into 
girl to have your revenge later on. 
This is the end of her route for now.

Rosalin route.
Agree for a handjob when she offers it to you and that will be a start of your secret 
relationship. She is not simple and this decision can backfire, so be sure you really want her.

Miriam and Beatrice Mind Break threesome route.
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To access this route, you have to first MB mother and then take a walk with sister at the 
aunt house and MB her as well. This will make both of them obedient, desire you and each 
other as long as it is for your liking. First scene is with main character entering mother from 
behind while she kisses Beatrice.
  

Miriam and Beatrice threesome romance route.
Three way relationship with Beatrice and mother is possible if you have previously 
romanced mother and have mentioned your relationship with her to Beatrice at the night 
walk. Simply choose to suggest that to mother when she comes to your chambers and that's 
about it.
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